INTERVIEW SCHEDULED, CALLBACKS IN QUESTION

"Students Will Need to be Patient," Hopson says

by Jonathan Rich '02

In the days following the attacks, the World Trade Center and Pentagon sites were turned into large morgues, and lawyers—most of them on-Grounds employer interview schedule.

Interview season is upon us. Interview season is much like deer-hunting season, except that we don't shoot and eat during interview season. So I guess interview season is really nothing like deer-hunting season. It's much more like turkey-hunting season.

But anyway, interviewing can be fun. It can be very painful if you do not prepare properly. That's where I come in. I've been helping students throughout the interview process, even more so this year from some firms, especially those directly affected…

The first mistake people make is that they don't realize that the interview process, even more so this year in terms of the nature of the questions and the length of the process, is very different from the process of interviews people had in the past. We'll just have to see how the flight situation goes.

We'll just have to see how the flight situation goes. We'll just have to see. We can't predict how the flight situation will progress. We've got to get through this year and then see what happens next year, how things develop. We'll just have to see what happens during the interview season.

Interview season is really nothing like last year because of the uncertainty and the danger of the attacks.

The market continued from page 1 has already had some firms in less popular geographic locations cancel, because not enough students signed up.

Hopsom also recommends that students talk to the Public Service Center about jobs with government agencies that are on fall hiring schedules since many of these firms are located in the rural areas of the country, where there may not be as many call-backs coming in. According to Hopsom, the key factor in the market is whether there are enough call-backs to go down to people in the lower grade categories.

However, many students can benefit from the school's willingness to bring their firm's hiring procedures on campus. He said the Career Services Office prepared a few helpful hints, which agree: look him straight in the eye, and say, "Are you suuuure, Bob?"

"I'd like to think that and what I believe is that we're in better shape than a lot of firms in this market," he said. "I've heard that firms are cutting their programs, but we've got to think about the negatives also: There have been a few cuts have not affected top-tier, top-ten firms..."
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